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Handbook of Historical Ecology and Applied Archaeology Bodies of Maize, Eaters of Grain:
Comparing material worlds, metaphor and the agency of art in the Preclassic Maya and Mycenaean
early civilisations

There Are Places in the World Where Rules
Are Less Important Than Kindness Nov 29
2019 'A joy of a book - enriching, illuminating,
eclectic and far from a conventional science
read' Richard Webb, New Scientist Books of the
Year 'Carlo Rovelli's imaginative rigour, his
lively humour and his beautiful writing are
inspiring' Erica Wagner One of the most
inspiring thinkers of our age, the bestselling
author of Seven Brief Lessons on Physics
transforms the way we think about the world
with his reflections on science, history and
humanity In this collection of writings, the
logbook of an intelligence always on the move,
Carlo Rovelli follows his curiosity and invites us
on a voyage through science, history, philosophy
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and politics. Written with his usual clarity and
wit, these pieces range widely across time and
space: from Newton's alchemy to Einstein's
mistakes, from Nabokov's butterflies to Dante's
cosmology, from travels in Africa to the
consciousness of an octopus, from mind-altering
psychedelic substances to the meaning of
atheism. Charming, pithy and elegant, this book
is the perfect gateway to the universe of one of
the most influential scientists of our age.
World Prehistory: The Basics Aug 19 2021 World
Prehistory: The Basics tells the compelling story
of human prehistory, from our African origins to
the spectacular pre-industrial civilizations and
cities of the more recent past. Written in a nontechnical style by two archaeologists and
experienced writers about the past, the story
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begins with human origins in Africa some 6
million years ago and the spread of our remote
ancestors across the Old World. Then we return
to Africa and describe the emergence of Homo
sapiens (modern humans) over 300,000 years
ago, then, much later, their permanent
settlement of Europe, Eurasia, Asia, and the
Americas. From hunters and foragers, we turn to
the origins of farming and animal domestication
in different parts of the world after about 11,000
years ago and show how these new economies
changed human existence dramatically. Five
chapters tell the stories of the great preindustrial civilizations that emerged after 5000
years before present in the Old World and the
Americas, their strengths, volatility, and
weaknesses. These chapters describe powerful
rulers and their ideologies, also the lives of nonelites. The narratives chronicle the rise and fall
of civilizations, and the devastating effects of
long droughts on many of them. The closing
chapter poses a question: Why is world
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prehistory important in the modern world? What
does it tell us about ourselves? Providing a
simple, but entertaining and stimulating,
account of the prehistoric past from human
origins to today from a global perspective, World
Prehistory: The Basics is the ideal guide to the
story of our early human past and its relevance
to the modern world.
Introduction to Computational Social
Science Feb 22 2022 This textbook provides a
comprehensive and reader-friendly introduction
to the field of computational social science
(CSS). Presenting a unified treatment, the text
examines in detail the four key methodological
approaches of automated social information
extraction, social network analysis, social
complexity theory, and social simulation
modeling. This updated new edition has been
enhanced with numerous review questions and
exercises to test what has been learned, deepen
understanding through problem-solving, and to
practice writing code to implement ideas. Topics
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and features: contains more than a thousand
questions and exercises, together with a list of
acronyms and a glossary; examines the
similarities and differences between computers
and social systems; presents a focus on
automated information extraction; discusses the
measurement, scientific laws, and generative
theories of social complexity in CSS; reviews the
methodology of social simulations, covering both
variable- and object-oriented models.
The Narrow Corridor Jun 04 2020 'As enjoyable
as it is thought-provoking' Jared Diamond By the
authors of the international bestseller Why
Nations Fail, based on decades of research, this
powerful new big-picture framework explains
how some countries develop towards and
provide liberty while others fall to despotism,
anarchy or asphyxiating norms - and explains
how liberty can thrive despite new threats.
Liberty is hardly the 'natural' order of things;
usually states have been either too weak to
protect individuals or too strong for people to
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protect themselves from despotism. There is also
a happy Western myth that where liberty exists,
it's a steady state, arrived at by 'enlightenment'.
But liberty emerges only when a delicate and
incessant balance is struck between state and
society - between elites and citizens. This
struggle becomes self-reinforcing, inducing both
state and society to develop a richer array of
capacities, thus affecting the peacefulness of
societies, the success of economies and how
people experience their daily lives. Explaining
this new framework through compelling stories
from around the world, in history and from today
- and through a single diagram on which the
development of any state can be plotted - this
masterpiece helps us understand the past and
present, and analyse the future. 'In this highly
original and gratifying fresco, Daron Acemoglu
and Jim Robinson take us on a journey through
civilizations, time and locations. Their narrow
corridor depicts the constant and often unstable
struggle of society to keep the Leviathan in
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check and of the Leviathan to weaken the cage
of norms. A remarkable achievement that only
they could pull off and that seems destined to
repeat the stellar performance of Why Nations
Fail' Jean Tirole, Nobel Laureate in Economics,
2014 'Another outstanding, insightful book by
Acemoglu and Robinson on the importance and
difficulty of getting and maintaining a successful
democratic state. Packed with examples and
analysis, it is a pleasure to read' Peter Diamond,
Nobel Laureate in Economics, 2010 'The Narrow
Corridor takes us on a fascinating journey,
across continents and through human history, to
discover the critical ingredient of liberty. It finds
that it's up to each of us: that ingredient is our
own commitments, as citizens, to support
democratic values. In these times, there can be
no more important message - nor any more
important book' George Akerlof, Nobel Laureate
in Economics, 2001 'How should we view the
current challenges facing our democracies? This
brilliant, timely book offers a simple, powerful
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framework for assessing alternative forms of
social governance. The analysis is a reminder
that it takes vigilance to maintain a proper
balance between the state and society - to stay
in the 'narrow corridor' - and avoid falling either
into statelessness or dictatorship' Bengt
Holmstrom, Nobel Laureate in Economics, 2016
Societies, Networks, and Transitions: A
Global History Mar 02 2020 Exploring history
in global framework, Lockard's SOCIETIES,
NETWORKS, AND TRANSITIONS: A GLOBAL
HISTORY, Fourth Edition, combines the
accessibility and cultural richness of a regional
approach with the rigor of comparative
scholarship. Emphasizing culture, social change,
gender issues, economic patterns, science and
religion, it helps you unravel the connections,
encounters, cooperation and conflicts of world
and regional history. The author includes
profiles of individuals from various walks of life
as well as highlights social life and cultural
artifacts such as music, literature and art.
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Extensively revised, the text incorporates recent
scholarship throughout, examines various
debates among historians and explains how
historians use original documents. Insightful
questions help you reflect on the historical
significance of text material -- and how it relates
to you. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
Naming and Mapping the Gods in the Ancient
Mediterranean Sep 07 2020 Ancient religions
are definitely complex systems of gods, which
resist our understanding. Divine names provide
fundamental keys to gain access to the multiples
ways gods were conceived, characterized, and
organized. Among the names given to the gods
many of them refer to spaces: cities, landscapes,
sanctuaries, houses, cosmic elements. They
reflect mental maps which need to be explored
in order to gain new knowledge on both the
structure of the pantheons and the human
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agency in the cultic dimension. By considering
the intersection between naming and mapping,
this book opens up new perspectives on how
tradition and innovation, appropriation and
creation play a role in the making of polytheistic
and monotheistic religions. Far from being
confined to sanctuaries, in fact, gods dwell in
human environments in multiple ways. They
move into imaginary spaces and explore the
cosmos. By proposing a new and interdiciplinary
angle of approach, which involves texts, images,
spatial and archeaeological data, this book sheds
light on ritual practices and representations of
gods in the whole Mediterranean, from Italy to
Mesopotamia, from Greece to North Africa and
Egypt. Names and spaces enable to better
define, differentiate, and connect gods.
The Global Code Sep 27 2019 For decades,
Clotaire Rapaille's work focused on how people's
relationships with the most important concepts
in their lives—love, health, and money, for
instance—are guided by subconscious cultural
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messages. But recently, he has uncovered a new
phenomenon: a "global unconscious," or core
values and feelings that are consistent
worldwide—the result of our constant
interconnectedness. He has also identified a new
group who are paving the way for the future of
decision-making: the Global Tribe. These
individuals are fluent in the language of culture,
untied to any notion of nationalism or ideology.
They are defining the key values driving our new
world economy, with profound implications for
how companies market their products and
services. Rapaille takes us on a journey through
China, Brazil, India, England and everywhere in
between to discover the new standards for
luxury, pleasure, technology and education. How
can elite brands compete in a world of
knockoffs? How can universities maintain their
prestige when a cheap master's degree or
doctorate is only a click away? We must speak
the language of the Global Tribe in order to
succeed. Building on seven years of research,
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Rapaille analyzes how this new mindset has
taken hold in various regions, and how
marketers and service providers can tailor their
offerings and marketing accordingly. The Global
Code is an invaluable glimpse at how our new
multi-sphere world is affecting us all.
Metropolis Dec 23 2021 Warum zieht es den
Menschen in die Stadt, weshalb sind Städte
überhaupt entstanden und warum gehören sie
zum Menschsein dazu? Greg Woolf geht diesen
Fragen nach und erzählt vom Aufstieg und Fall
antiker Städte. Seine Geschichte der Stadt ist
zugleich eine große Darstellung des
Mittelmeerraumes, die zudem ein Verständnis
dafür schafft, wie sich unsere Städte in Zukunft
entwickeln werden. Unsere Vorfahren haben
häufig verstreut in Dörfern gelebt – bis zum
Ende dieses Jahrhunderts jedoch werden wir fast
alle in Städten leben. Dieses Buch erzählt vom
Aufstieg und Fall antiker Städte vom Ende der
Bronzezeit bis zum Beginn des Mittelalters. Es
ist eine Geschichte von Krieg und Politik, Pest
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und Hungersnot, Triumph und Tragödie und
präsentiert sich in ihrer einzigartigen
Ambivalenz: mal großartig und erfolgreich, mal
schäbig und fruchtlos. Doch wie kam es dazu,
dass Städte überhaupt entstanden und wie
konnten sie sich in offensichtlich wenig
verheißungsvollen Umgebungen halten, wachsen
und gedeihen? Wie mochte es gewesen sein,
solche urbanen Welten zu bewohnen, die so
anders sind als die unseren – Städte, die jede
Nacht in der Dunkelheit versinken, Städte, über
denen sich die Tempel der Götter auftürmten,
Bauernstädte, Sklavenstädte, Soldatenstädte?
Die wechselvolle Geschichte der antiken Städte
umgreift zugleich die Geschichte von
Generationen von Menschen, die sie erbaut und
bewohnt haben, und die uns Monumente
hinterlassen haben, deren Ruinen nüchterne
Mahnmale für das 21. Jahrhundert sind. Greg
Woolf schreibt unter anderem über: - Athen Alexandria - Pergamon - Jerusalem - Jericho Karthago - Knossos - Konstantinopel - London Download File The Creation Inequality
Prehistoric Ancestors Read Pdf Free

Korinth - Marseille - Mykene - Persepolis Ninive - Rom - Troja - Syrakus - Köln - Trier - Ur Uruk - Göbekli Tepe - Çatalhöyük
Consumption, Status, and Sustainability
May 04 2020 Focuses information from across
time and culture on the relationships among
status competition, consumption, and planetary
sustainability.
Die Mühlen der Zivilisation Aug 31 2022 Wie
selbstverständlich gehen wir davon aus, dass die
neolithische Revolution, in deren Verlauf
Nomaden zu Ackerbauern und Viehzüchtern
wurden, ein bedeutender zivilisatorischer
Fortschritt war. James C. Scott entwickelt in
seinem provokanten Buch eine ganz andere
These: Die ersten Staaten entstanden aus der
Kontrolle über die Reproduktion und errichteten
ein hartes Regime der Domestizierung und
Unterwerfung, das Epidemien, Ungleichheiten
und Kriege mit sich brachte. Einzig die
»Barbaren« – die heimlichen Helden dieses
Buches – haben sich der Sesshaftigkeit sowie
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den neuen Besteuerungssystemen verweigert
und sich damit gegen die Mühlen der Zivilisation
gestemmt.
The Great Leveler Aug 07 2020 "Are mass
violence and catastrophes the only forces that
can seriously decrease economic inequality? To
judge by thousands of years of history, the
answer is yes. Tracing the global history of
inequality from the Stone Age to today, Walter
Scheidel shows that inequality never dies
peacefully. Inequality declines when carnage
and disaster strike and increases when peace
and stability return. The Great Leveler is the
first book to chart the crucial role of violent
shocks in reducing inequality over the full sweep
of human history around the world. Ever since
humans began to farm, herd livestock, and pass
on their assets to future generations, economic
inequality has been a defining feature of
civilization. Over thousands of years, only violent
events have significantly lessened inequality.
The "Four Horsemen" of leveling--massDownload File The Creation Inequality
Prehistoric Ancestors Read Pdf Free

mobilization warfare, transformative revolutions,
state collapse, and catastrophic plagues--have
repeatedly destroyed the fortunes of the rich.
Scheidel identifies and examines these
processes, from the crises of the earliest
civilizations to the cataclysmic world wars and
communist revolutions of the twentieth century.
Today, the violence that reduced inequality in
the past seems to have diminished, and that is a
good thing. But it casts serious doubt on the
prospects for a more equal future. An essential
contribution to the debate about inequality, The
Great Leveler provides important new insights
about why inequality is so persistent--and why it
is unlikely to decline anytime soon."-The Creation of Inequality Nov 02 2022 Drawing
on their knowledge of both living and prehistoric
social groups, Flannery and Marcus describe the
changes in logic that create larger and more
hierarchical societies, and they argue that many
kinds of inequality can be overcome by reversing
these changes, rather than by violence.
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The World's Construction Mechanism Oct 21
2021 The interdisciplinarity between the
biological and human sciences is here to serve a
daring objective: to decipher, by means of a
logical chain, the explanatory factors of human
trajectories and imbalances between societies
and nations. To do this, The World’s
Construction Mechanism is based on an
unprecedented analysis of the dynamics of the
human species, combining the contributions of
anthropology, archeology, biology, climatology,
economics, geography, history and sociology.
This book analyzes the roots of societal
disharmony and presents ways of realizing a
clear-sighted human project that is in step with
the general interest of humanity.
The Cambridge World History: Volume 2, A
World with Agriculture, 12,000 BCE–500 CE Jul
06 2020 The development of agriculture has
often been described as the most important
change in all of human history. Volume 2 of the
Cambridge World History series explores the
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origins and impact of agriculture and
agricultural communities, and also discusses
issues associated with pastoralism and hunterfisher-gatherer economies. To capture the
patterns of this key change across the globe, the
volume uses an expanded timeframe from
12,000 BCE–500 CE, beginning with the
Neolithic and continuing into later periods.
Scholars from a range of disciplines, including
archaeology, historical linguistics, biology,
anthropology, and history, trace common
developments in the more complex social
structures and cultural forms that agriculture
enabled, such as sedentary villages and more
elaborate foodways, and then present a series of
regional overviews accompanied by detailed
case studies from many different parts of the
world, including Southwest Asia, South Asia,
China, Japan, Southeast Asia and the Pacific,
sub-Saharan Africa, the Americas, and Europe.
Ancient Civilizations Mar 14 2021 Ancient
Civilizations offers a comprehensive and
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straightforward account of the world’s first
civilizations and how they were discovered,
drawing on many avenues of inquiry including
archaeological excavations, surveys, laboratory
work, highly specialized scientific investigations,
and both historical and ethnohistorical records.
This book covers the earliest civilizations and
the great powers in the Near East, moving on to
the first Aegean civilizations, the Mediterranean
world in the first millennium, Imperial Rome,
northeast Africa, the divine kings in southeast
Asia, and empires in East Asia, as well as early
states in the Americas and Andean civilization.
Ancient Civilizations includes a number of
features to support student learning: a wealth of
images, including several new illustrations;
feature boxes which expand on key sites, finds
and written sources; and an extensive guide to
further reading. With new perceptions of the
origin and collapse of states, including a review
of the issue of sustainability, this fourth edition
has been extensively updated in the light of
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spectacular new discoveries and the latest
theoretical advances. Examining the world’s preindustrial civilizations from a multidisciplinary
perspective and offering a comparative analysis
of the field which explores the connections
between all civilizations around the world,
Scarre and Fagan, both established authorities
on world prehistory, provide a valuable
introduction to pre-industrial civilizations in all
their brilliant diversity.
Violence and the Sacred in the Ancient Near
East May 16 2021 This book is primarily for
researchers and students in the archaeology of
the Ancient Near East. The volume results from
intense interaction between archaeologists at
these sites and a group of theorists studying the
scholarship of René Girard.
The Oxford Handbook of Historical Ecology and
Applied Archaeology Jul 26 2019 The Oxford
Handbook of Historical Ecology and Applied
Archaeology presents theoretical discussions,
methodological outlines, and case-studies
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describing the field of overlap between historical
ecology and the emerging sub-discipline of
applied archaeology to highlight how modern
environments and landscapes have been shaped
by humans. Historical ecology is based on the
recognition that humans are not only capable of
modifying their environments, but that all
environments on earth have already been
directly or indirectly modified. This includes
anthropogenic climate change, widespread
deforestations, and species extinctions, but also
very local alterations, the effects of which may
last a few years, or may have legacies lasting
centuries or more. With contributions from
anthropologists, archaeologists, human
geographers, and historians, this volume focuses
not just on defining human impacts in the past,
but on the ways that understanding these
changes can help inform contemporary practices
and development policies. Some chapters
present examples of how ancient or current
societies have modified their environments in
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sustainable ways, while others highlight
practices that had unintended long-term
consequences. The possibilities of learning from
these practices are discussed, as is the potential
of using the long history of human resource
exploitation as a method for building or testing
models of future change. The volume offers
overviews for students, researchers, and
professionals with an interest in conservation or
development projects who want to understand
what practical insights can be drawn from
history, and who seek to apply their work to
contemporary issues.
The Creation of Inequality Oct 01 2022
Flannery and Marcus demonstrate that the rise
of inequality was not simply the result of
population increase, food surplus, or the
accumulation of valuables but resulted from
conscious manipulation of the unique social logic
that lies at the core of every human group.
Reversing the social logic can reverse inequality,
they argue, without violence.
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Gleichgewicht der Macht May 28 2022 Wie viel
Staat muss sein? Nach dem internationalen
Bestseller "Warum Nationen scheitern?" widmen
sich Starökonom Daron Acemoglu und HarvardPolitologe James A. Robinson in ihrem neuen
Buch dieser fundamentalen Frage.
Auseinandersetzungen zwischen rivalisierenden
Milizen in Libyen, Einschränkung der Presseund Demonstrationsfreiheit in der Türkei,
Umerziehungslager in Nordkorea. Gegenwärtig
erleben wir viele Staaten als problematisch: sie
sind entweder gescheitert, überreguliert oder
despotisch. Aber wie viel Staat ist denn
eigentlich notwendig? Die Autoren geben hierauf
eine überraschende und provokante Antwort.
Anhand zahlreicher historischer und aktueller
Beispiele – vom antiken Griechenland über
Deutschland im Nationalsozialismus bis zum
heutigen China – zeigen sie: Wohlstand,
Sicherheit und Freiheit sind in hohem Maße von
dem richtigen Rahmen abhängig, in dem der
ewige Kampf um Macht zwischen Staat und
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Gesellschaft ausgetragen wird. Eine
überzeugende Analyse, die demonstriert: Ein
starker Staat und eine starke Gesellschaft sind
kein Widerspruch, sondern bedingen sich
gegenseitig.
Capitalism and the Alternatives Nov 09 2020
Thirty years after its global triumph, neoliberalism is an abject failure. While its
advocates have succeeded in convincing citizens
that no other way is possible, that no left turn
can be made without an economic collapse, they
have not fulfilled their promises of a better
world and the result has been more inequality,
insecurity, and speculation. Many have sought
solace in collective goals – nationalism, narrow
religion, and gender politics – while notions of
universal solidarity, idealism, and humanism
have all but disappeared. In Capitalism and the
Alternatives Julius H. Grey seeks to rehabilitate
economic equality as a fundamental social goal
built on universal values such as individualism,
liberty, and even romanticism. To achieve this,
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he argues, it is necessary to move away from
national, ethnic, religious, and even gender
loyalties. The importance in each society of
common culture and widely accepted moral
values, Grey suggests, cannot be overstated.
With its rampant political correctness, the
modern left seems to have lost sight of morality
and individual freedom. While most
commentators stake out a partisan position in
their criticism, Grey's notion of individual
romanticism as the basis of a socially
progressive society and his stress on free will,
culture, classical education, and the right to
dissent demand an overhaul of both the right
and the left. A fundamental rethinking of the
social, political, and economic foundations of
modern industrial society, Capitalism and the
Alternatives proposes freedom from identity,
instead of communitarianism and tradition, as a
condition for liberty and justice.
The Archaeology of Ancient North America Feb
10 2021 Unlike extant texts, this textbook treats
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pre-Columbian Native Americans as history
makers who yet matter in our contemporary
world.
Ancient Complex Societies Jun 16 2021
Ancient Complex Societies examines the
archaeological evidence for the rise and
functioning of politically and socially “complex”
cultures in antiquity. Particular focus is given to
civilizations exhibiting positions of leadership,
social and administrative hierarchies, emerging
and already developed complex religious
systems, and economic differentiation. Case
studies are drawn from around the globe,
including Asia, the Mediterranean region, and
the American continents. Using case studies
from Africa, Polynesia, and North America,
discussion is dedicated to identifying what
“complex” means and when it should be applied
to ancient systems. Each chapter attempts to not
only explore the sociopolitical and economic
elements of ancient civilizations, but to also
present an overview of what life was like for the
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later population within each system, sometimes
drilling down to individual people living their
daily lives. Throughout the chapters, the authors
address problems with the idea of complexity,
the incomparability of cultures, and the
inconsistency of archaeological and historical
evidence in reconstructing ancient cultures.
Broken Cities Oct 09 2020 Drawing on
literature, legal texts, epigraphic evidence, and
the narratives embodied in monuments and
painting, Broken Cities is an expansive and
nuanced study that holds great significance for
the field of historiography.
Time and History in Prehistory Jul 18 2021 Time
and History in Prehistory explores the many
processes through which time and history are
conceptualized and constructed, challenging the
perception of prehistoric societies as ahistorical.
Drawing equally on contemporary theory and
illustrative case studies, and firmly rooted in
material evidence, this book rearticulates
concepts of time and history, questions the kind
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of narratives to be written about the past and
underlines the fundamentally historical nature of
prehistory. From a range of multi-disciplinary
perspectives, the authors of this volume address
the scales at which archaeological evidence and
narrative are interwoven, from a single day to
deep history and from a solitary pot to a
complete city. In doing so, they argue the need
for a multi-scalar approach to prehistoric data
that allows for the interplay between short and
long term, and for analytical units that
encourage us to move continuously between
scales. The growing interest in time and history
in archaeology and across a wide range of
disciplines concerned with human action and the
human past highlights that these are
exceptionally active fields. By juxtaposing varied
viewpoints, this volume bridges gaps in
narrative, finds a place for inclusive histories
and makes clear the benefit of integrative and
interdisciplinary approaches, including different
disciplines and types of data.
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The Rise of Gay Rights and the Fall of the British
Empire Sep 19 2021 This book argues that there
is an important connection between ethical
resistance to British imperialism and the ethical
discovery of gay rights. It examines the roots of
liberal resistance in Britain and resistance to
patriarchy in the USA, showing the importance
of fighting the demands of patriarchal manhood
and womanhood to countering imperialism.
Advocates of feminism and gay rights are key
because they resist the gender binary's role in
rationalizing sexism and homophobia. The
connection between the rise of gay rights and
the fall of empire illuminates questions of the
meaning of democracy and universal human
rights as shared human values that have
appeared since World War II. The book casts
doubt on the thesis that arguments for gay
rights must be extrinsic to democracy and
reflect Western values. To the contrary, gay
rights arise from within liberal democracy, and
its critics polemically use such opposition to
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cover and rationalize their own failures of
democracy.
A Taste for Green Aug 26 2019 Often along vast
expanses, ancient societies traded certain
commodities that were considered valuable
either for functional or symbolic reasons – or,
rather, a mixture of both factors. A Taste for
Green addresses latest research into the
acquisition of jade, turquoise or variscite, all of
which share a characteristic greenish colour and
an engaging appearance once they are polished
in the shape of axes or assorted adornments.
Papers explore how, in addition to constituting
economic transactions, the transfess of these
materials were also statements of social liaisons,
personal capacities, and relation to places or to
unseen forces. The volume centres on two study
areas, Western Europe and México/Southwest
US, which are far apart not just in geographical
terms but also with regard to their chronology
and socioeconomic features. While some North
and Mesoamerican groups range from relatively
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complex farming societies up to state-like
organisations during the 1st and 2nd millennia
AD, the European counterparts are
comparatively simpler polities spanning the
5th–3rd millennia BC. By contrasting the
archaeological evidence from diverse areas we
may gain insights into the role that
production/movement of these green stones
played in their respective political and ritual
economies. Also, we think it useful to compare
the scientific approaches applied to this question
in different parts of the globe, specially Asia.
Women in Ancient China Jan 24 2022 This
pioneering book provides a comprehensive
survey of ancient Chinese women’s history,
covering thousands of years from the Neolithic
era to China’s unification in 221 BCE. For each
period—Neolithic, Shang, Western Zhou, and
Eastern Zhou—Hinsch explores central aspects
of female life such as marriage, family life,
politics, ritual, and religious roles.
Nurturing Our Humanity Dec 31 2019
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Nurturing Our Humanity offers a new
perspective on our personal and social options in
today's world, showing how we can build
societies that support our great human
capacities for consciousness, caring, and
creativity. It brings together findings--largely
overlooked--from the natural and social sciences
debunking the popular idea that we are hardwired for selfishness, war, rape, and greed. Its
groundbreaking new approach reveals
connections between disturbing trends like
climate change denial and regressions to
strongman rule. Moving past right vs. left,
religious vs. secular, Eastern vs. Western, and
other familiar categories that do not include our
formative parent-child and gender relations, it
looks at where societies fall on the partnershipdomination scale. On one end is the domination
system that ranks man over man, man over
woman, race over race, and man over nature. On
the other end is the more peaceful, egalitarian,
gender-balanced, and sustainable partnership
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system. Nurturing Our Humanity explores how
behaviors, values, and socio-economic
institutions develop differently in these two
environments, documents how this impacts
nothing less than how our brains develop,
examines cultures from this new perspective
(including societies that for millennia oriented
toward partnership), and proposes actions
supporting the contemporary movement in this
more life-sustaining and enhancing direction. It
shows how through today's ever more fearful,
frenzied, and greed-driven technologies of
destruction and exploitation, the domination
system may lead us to an evolutionary dead end.
A more equitable and sustainable way of life is
biologically possible and culturally attainable:
we can change our course.
Reality Unedited Mar 26 2022 Our species has
coexisted in the world in a healthy and balanced
way for 97% of its existence. It was only after
our ancestors emerged from life in nature as
hunter-gatherers that this all began to change.
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By the beginning of civilization some 6,000 years
ago, these changes rigidified and became
destructive on a large scale. They have
accumulated to such an extent that our species
now faces extinction or a dismal future of everworsening ecocide. Meaninglessness and
confusion have become rampant in our
postmodern era. The human psyche has become
utterly fragmented and rendered a stranger to
reality, other people, and itself. As dispiriting as
this all seems, the path forward has always been
available to us if we can overcome the ignorance
that prevents us from taking it. We must reject
the values of civilization and return to the
naturalistic perspective of our ancestors where
our values, thinking, feeling, and actions are
once again based on how nature and reality truly
function. While this approach should be evident,
we have until now been too terrified,
bewildered, or arrogant to adopt it. To help us
succeed, Reality Unedited provides a simple
model of reality that serves as a foundation for
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establishing truth claims in the public sphere.
Then we can finally take the actions necessary
so our species, and all life on the planet, cannot
only survive, but thrive.
Framing Complexity in Formative Mesoamerica
Apr 02 2020 A fresh examination of variable
social and economic processes, Framing
Complexity in Formative Mesoamerica explores
nascent social complexity during the
Preclassic/Formative period in Mesoamerica and
addresses broader social questions about
egalitarian and transegalitarian prehispanic
Mesoamerican cultural groups. Contributors
present multiple lines of evidence demonstrating
the process of social complexity and reconsider a
number of traditionally accepted models and
presumed tenets as a result of the wealth of
empirical data that has been gathered over the
past four decades. Their chapters approach
complexity as a process rather than a state of
being by exploring social aggregation, the
emergence of ethnic affiliations, and aspects of
Download File The Creation Inequality
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regional and macroregional variability. Framing
Complexity in Formative Mesoamerica presents
some of the most recent data—and the
implications of that data—for understanding the
development of complex societies as human
beings moved into urban environments. The
book is an especially important volume for
researchers and students working in
Mesoamerica, as well as archaeologists taking a
comparative approach to questions of
complexity. Contributors: Jaime J. Awe, Sarah B.
Barber, Jeffrey S. Brezezinski, M. Kathryn
Brown, Ryan H. Collins, Kaitlin Crow, Lisa
DeLance, Gary M. Feinman, Sara Dzul Gongora,
Guy David Hepp, Arthur A. Joyce, Rodrigo
Martin Morales, George Micheletti, Deborah L.
Nichols, Terry G. Powis, Zoe J. Rawski, Prudence
M. Rice, Michael P. Smyth, Katherine E. South,
Jon Spenard, Travis W. Stanton, Wesley D.
Stoner, Teresa Tremblay Wagner
Economic Prehistory Jul 30 2022 Demonstrates
how economics can explain the transformation of
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human society from mobile foraging bands to the
first city-states.
Resisting Injustice and the Feminist Ethics
of Care in the Age of Obama Nov 21 2021
David A. J. Richards’s Resisting Injustice and
The Feminist Ethics of Care in The Age of
Obama: "Suddenly,...All The Truth Was Coming
Out" builds on his and Carol Gilligan’s The
Deepening Darkness to examine the roots of the
resistance movements of the 1960s, the political
psychology behind contemporary conservatism,
and President Obama’s present-day appeal as
well as the reasons for the reactionary politics
against him. Richards begins by laying out the
basics of the ethics of care and proposing an
alternative basis for ethics: relationality, which
is based in convergent findings in infant
research, neuroscience, and evolutionary
psychology. He critically analyzes patriarchal
politics and states that they are rooted in a
reactionary psychology that attacks human
relationality and ethics. From there, the book
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examines the 1960s resistance movements and
argues that they were fundamentally oriented
around challenging patriarchy. Richards asserts
that the reactionary politics in America from the
1960s to the present are in service of an
American patriarchy threatened by the
resistance movements ranging from the 1960s
civil rights movements to the present gay rights
movement. Reactionary politics intend to
marginalize and even reverse the ethical
achievements accomplished by resistance
movements—creating, in effect, a system of
patriarchy hiding in democracy. Richards
consequently argues that Obama’s appeal is
connected to his challenge to this system of
patriarchy and will examine both Obama’s
appeal and the reactions against him in light of
the 2012 presidential election. This book
positions recent American political development
in a broad analysis of the role of patriarchy in
human oppression throughout history, and
argues that a feminist-based ethics of care is
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necessary to form a more humane and inclusive
democratic politics.
David's Successors Dec 11 2020 David’s
Successors: Kingship in the Old Testament
argues for a new reading of kingship in the Old
Testament. Rather than presenting the kings as
monsters—with the occasional angelic
ruler—this study seeks a more nuanced version
of kingship. This book considers the original
concept and context of kingship before
concentrating on five kings in particular:
Jeroboam, Ahab, Hezekiah, Manasseh, and
Josiah. Much contemporary scholarship is
concerned with the reconceptualization and
recontextualization of kingship that hearkens
from a negative perspective on kingship, but this
book will fully consider the positive and original
vision of kingship. This book is ultimately rooted
in a hopeful and joyful view of humanity as found
in the Psalms, Sirach, and the Chronicles.
Cultural Evolution Oct 28 2019 Since the dawn
of social science, theorists have debated how
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and why societies appear to change, develop and
evolve. Today, this question is pursued by
scholars across many different disciplines and
our understanding of these dynamics has grown
markedly. Yet, there remain important areas of
disagreement and debate: what is the difference
between societal change, development and
evolution? What specific aspects of cultures
change, develop or evolve and why? Do societies
change, develop or evolve in particular ways,
perhaps according to cycles, or stages or in
response to survival necessities? How do
different disciplines—from sociology to
anthropology to psychology and
economics—approach these questions? This
book provides complex and nuanced answers to
these, and many other, questions. First, the book
invites readers to consider the broad landscape
of societal dynamics across human history,
beginning with humanity’s origins in small
nomadic bands of hunter gatherers through to
the emergence of post-industrial democracies.
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Then, the book provides a tour of several
prominent existing theories of cultural change,
development and evolution. Approaches to
explaining cultural dynamics will be discussed
across disciplines and schools of thought, from
"meme" theories to established cumulative
cultural evolutionary theories to newly emerging
theories on cultural tightness-looseness. The
book concludes with a call for theoretical
integration and a frank discussion of some of the
most unexamined structures that drive cultural
dynamics across schools of thought.
Societies, Networks, and Transitions, Volume I:
To 1500: A Global History Jan 30 2020 Exploring
history in global framework, Lockard's
SOCIETIES, NETWORKS, AND TRANSITIONS,
VOLUME l: TO 1500: A GLOBAL HISTORY,
Fourth Edition, combines the accessibility and
cultural richness of a regional approach with the
rigor of comparative scholarship. Emphasizing
culture, social change, gender issues, economic
patterns, science and religion, it helps you
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unravel the connections, encounters,
cooperation and conflicts of world and regional
history. The author includes profiles of
individuals from various walks of life as well as
highlights social life and cultural artifacts such
as music, literature and art. Extensively revised,
the text incorporates recent scholarship
throughout, examines various debates among
historians and explains how historians use
original documents. Insightful questions help
you reflect on the historical significance of text
material -- and how it relates to you. Important
Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
Human origin sites and the World Heritage
convention in the Americas, Volume II Apr
26 2022
Songs of Profit, Songs of Loss: Private Equity,
Wealth, and Inequality Jun 28 2022 Since the
early 1980s, private equity investors have
heralded and shepherded massive changes in
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American capitalism. From outsourcing to
excessive debt taking, private equity investment
helped normalize once-taboo business strategies
while growing into an over $3 trillion industry in
control of thousands of companies and millions
of workers. Daniel Scott Souleles opens a
window into the rarefied world of private equity
investing through ethnographic fieldwork on
private equity financiers. Songs of Profit, Songs
of Loss documents how and why investors buy,
manage, and sell the companies that they do;
presents the ins and outs of private equity deals,
management, and valuation; and explains the
historical context that gave rise to private equity
and other forms of investor-led capitalism. In
addition to providing invaluable ethnographic
insight, Songs of Profit, Songs of Loss is also an
anthropological study of inequality as Souleles
connects the core components of financial
capitalism to economic disparities. Souleles uses
local ideas of “value” and “time” to frame the
ways private equity investors comprehend their
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work and to show how they justify the prosperity
and poverty they create. Throughout, Souleles
argues that understanding private equity
investors as contrasted with others in society
writ large is essential to fully understanding
private equity within the larger context of
capitalism in the United States.
Urbanisation and State Formation in the
Ancient Sahara and Beyond Apr 14 2021 This
ground-breaking volume pushes back
conventional dating of the earliest
sedentarisation, urbanisation and state
formation in the Sahara.
Bodies of Maize, Eaters of Grain: Comparing
material worlds, metaphor and the agency of art
in the Preclassic Maya and Mycenaean early
civilisations Jun 24 2019 This book offers a
comparative study of the civilisations of the Late
Preclassic lowland Maya and Mycenaean
Greece. The approach used here seeks to
combine traditional iconographic approaches
with more recent models on metaphor and the
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social agency of things.
Antike und Urchristentum Jan 12 2021
Samuel Vollenweider bettet die urchristliche
Literatur und ihre Theologien konsequent in ihre
antike Umgebung ein. Die hier behandelte
Landkarte umfasst theologische Zentralthemen
wie die Auferstehung Jesu und der Toten, den
christologischen Monotheismus, Christi
Mittlerschaft, die Anthropologie und das
Weltverständnis des Neuen Testamens.
Besondere Aufmerksamkeit gilt der Theologie
des Paulus, zumal dem Philipperbrief, sowie dem
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Stellenwert der antiken Philosophie im frühen
Christentum. Weitere Arbeiten kreisen um die
exegetische Relevanz von Kulturwissenschaften
und Religionspsychologie wie um die
Rezeptionen biblischer Texte (Paulusbriefe,
Johannesprolog) in der Spätantike (unter
anderem im "Physiologus") und in der
Reformationszeit.Der Band enthält Arbeiten des
Autors, die zwischen 2002 und 2019 entstanden
sind. Sein Titel nimmt Bezug auf einen
gleichnamigen programmatischen Aufsatzband
von Günther Bornkamm, der vor rund 60 Jahren
publiziert wurde.
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